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If the resolvent of a closed linear operator A in Banach space is defined and 
decays suitably in a region asymptotic, in a special sense, to a half-plane, then 
fractional powers -(-A)” generate semigroups, holomorphic in sectors of the 
complex plane. We show that the growth of such semigroups near the origin, 
or with angular approach to the edges of their sectors of definition, corresponds 
to the rate of decay of the resolvent of A and the extent of the resolvent set of A. 
A closed operator A in Banach space may have fractional powers -(--A)a, 
which generate holomorphic semigroups. Properties of growth and convergence 
in the region of holomorphy of such semigroups correspond to properties of 
the domain of definition and size of the resolvent of A. In [2, Section 21, we 
established the correspondence for fractional-power semigroups arising from 
a class of operators suggested by R. Beals [I], but satisfying stronger conditions 
on the domain and size of the resolvent than those imposed in [I]. In this paper, 
we demonstrate the correspondence under Beals’ weaker assumptions about 
the resolvent set of A. We also give an elementary example, with a system of 
differential equations, in which an operator arises having the properties described. 
We start, in Section 1, with an operator whose resolvent is defined and decays 
suitably in a region containing every subsector of the right-hand half-plane. 
We show that these properties of the operator lead to estimates of the growth 
of the semigroups .cZJ = {exp(--w(-A)a)}, f or complex w near the rays which 
bound the sector of definition of L%. In Section 2, we commence with a semi- 
group 9 having the expected properties of a fractional-power semigroup, and 
reconstruct an operator S, which satisfies the conditions of Section 1 and gives 
rise to Y. Section 3 contains the aforementioned example. 
Some notation appears throughout the article. We shall deal with operators 
and vectors in a fixed Banach space X. For complex z, arg z will denote that 
value of the argument with -m < arg z f r. If Y is real, -(-z)r represents the 
branch which is negative whenever x is negative. For convenience, we shall 
write arg x = &t(n - v), 0 < v < n. Then -(-2)’ = / z lr exp(-&(n - rv)). 
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1 
Let A be a closed, densely defined operator. We assume: 
I. The resolvent set of A contains the region to the right of the curve r, 
given by 
x + 1 =f(lr I), ~=Rez, y=Imz. 
Here (see [l])f(t) is a nonnegative function of t > 0, withf(0) = 0, and 
(a) f is concave, continuous, increasing. 
(b) f(t) -+ co and t-if(t) + 0 as t---f co. 
(c) J1” t-“f(t) dt < co. 
II. The resolvent satisfies jj(z - A)-i I/ = O(j x j-b), for every b less 
than some fixed b, , 0 < b, < 1, as x --+ co in the region described above. 
Moreover, in each subsector 1 arg .Z ( < 42 - E, we have [I(z - A)-’ (1 = 
O(l z 1-l) as z + co. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose A satisfies I and II. Ij a > 1 - b, , then 
B(w) =&I exp(-w(-x)*)(z - A)-ldz 
r 
dejines a semigroup J?S? = {B(w)}, h 1 o omorphic for complex w with 1 arg w j < 
(1 - a)42, and for each E > 0, 
sup{(J B(w)/\: 0 < 1 w 1 < 1, arg w ) < (1 - a)~/2 - c} < co. 
Proof. See [2, Theorem 2.11. 
We shall characterize 97 by proving: 
THEOREM 2. If A sutisJies I and II, then there exist c, , 0 < c, < 1, and a 
function G(q), dejinedfor qo > 0 and satisfying: 
(a) G is a decreasing, continuous, non-negative function, 
(b) .t log ‘3~) 4 < ~0, 
with the property that for each c > c,, , there is K > 0 such that 11 B(w)/1 < 
K~-~exdpGbN h w aever / w 1 = p, 1 arg w ] = (1 - u)42 - y. 
Proof. To facilitate the proof, we shall rewrite condition I in a kind of polar 
coordinates. Consider a complex z along the contour I’. From I(a), we see that 
1 arg(z + I)] increases with I x + 1 1 = r. Therefore we can write arg(z + 1) = 
-J-(42 - F(r)), where the following take the place of I(a)-(c): 
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III. (a) F(Y) < 42 is continuous and decreasing. 
(b) rF(r)-tcobutF(r)-,Oasr~co. 
(c) j;F(r)r-l dr < co. 
Note that III(b)-(c) follow immediately from F(r) = tan-l((x + I)/1 y 1). 
Part III(a) is easily seen geometrically. 
Assume, now, that a > 1 - b, . For 1 arg w / < (1 - a)a/2, we have 
exp( -w( -z)a)(z - A)-l dz. (1) 
We wish to estimate the size of exp( -w(-z)a). Assume 1 arg w / = (1 - a)~/2 - 9, 
p = I w /. For z E I’, write x = Y exp(fi(m - 0)). Observe that as x -+ OC), we 
have 0 N 42 + F(r), so that 0 - 42 < CF(r) for all r, C constant. We have 
. 
Therefore 
Iarg-w(--x)aj >, /arg-(--z)“/-\argw/ 
= 7~ - a0 - (42 - an/2 - q) 
= 7r/2 + (9’ - up - 421) 
>, 4 + (P - aCF(r)). 
Re - w(-z>a < -1 w I 1 z Ia sin(v - aCF(r)) 
< - ClP(2g, - C2-w)). (2) 
BecauseF decreases to zero, 9 - C&r) is either always positive, or else negative 
only for Y < F-r(v/C,). Set R = F-r(p/C,) if the latter is defined, R = 0 
otherwise. We then have 
ya(~ - C,F(r)) 3 -max{K’JJ(r): Y < R} 
> -C,RaF(0) = -CC,Ra, and 
(2) above yields Re - w(-.~)a < -C,p(+p, - C,Ra). 
Returning to (1) 
II B(w)11 < C4 lexp(Re - ~(-49 II(x - 4-l II d I z I 
< C, exp(C,Cl,pRa) 6 exp( -q&,ra) r-b dr (3) 
for any b < b, , where C, is the only constant dependent on b. 
We now define G(q) = C,C,R” = C,F-l(rp/C,)“. To prove that G satisfies 
(a) and (b) of Theorem 2, note first that (a) is immediate from the definition 
of F and III(a). Next, we have 
1’ log G(?) dy = Cl + a I1 log F-‘(&) dep. 
0 0 
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View the integral on the right as the area under the graph of y = log P1(x/C,), 
0 < x < 1. This area differs by only a constant-specifically, by the area of a 
1 x IogF-‘(l/C,) rectangle-from the area under the graph of the inverse 
function, y = C$‘(e~), x 3 logF1(I/C,). We can then write 
1’ log G(v) ds, = C, + a SW CzF(e8) ds 
0 m 
= C, + a 1,: F(u) u-l du 
with u = es, and the last integral converges, by III(c). This proves (b) of 
Theorem 2. 
Using (3) we now have 
II %4ll < C5 exp(pG(v)) Irn exp(-Crpa”) r-b dr 
1 
where C, depends on b. Assume 1 > c > co = (I - b,)/a. Choosing 
b = 1 - ac and making the transformation u = C,p~ra, we have 
Lrn exp(-C,pvra) y-b dr < (C,py)-c [a e-+uO-’ du, 
and so II W4ll < Kl exp(pG(~))(w-Cy f or a constant Kl dependent on c. We 
show below that G(q) > y-5 as v -+ 0. It then follows 
II B(4l < K exp(pG(p))P 
We have G(p) = CGF-l(cp/C$. Let r = F-l(g)/C,). Then rF(r) = q~G(q~)‘l”/ 
C,C~~a, and since Y -+ co as y + 0, we conclude q~G(v)lf~ + co as q~ ---t 0. 
This proves our claim, and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
2 
We shall establish the “converse” to the result of Section 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let Y = {T(w)) be a holomorphic semigroup 
1 arg w 1 < a/2 - arr/2 for some a E (0, I). Assume 
A. For each E > 0, 
de$ned for 
sup(IJ T(w)]]: 0 < j w I < 1, / arg w I < (1 - a)42 - E> < a. 
B. There exists co E [0, 1) and a function G(v), q~ > 0, satisfying 
(i) G is non-negative, continuous, decreasing, 
(ii) Ji log G(V) dp, < ~0, 
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with the property thatfor any c > c,, , there is K = K(c) > 0 such that jl T(w)\1 < 
K~-~exp(pG(cp)) h w enever / w 1 = p, 1 arg w ( = (1 - a)r/2 - ‘p. Then there 
exists a closed operator S such that: 
I. The resolvent set of S contains the region A to the right of the curve M, 
given by 
x + 1 = r exp( fi[77/2 - F(r)]) 
for some function F satisfying condition III of Section 1. 
II. There is a b, E (0, l] such that for any b< b, , ll(z - S)-l(l = O(( z I-“) 
as z + co in A!. Moreover, in each subsector 1 arg z 1 < ~12 - E, we have 
ij(X - S)-l /j = O(j Z 1-l) as z-eco. 
III. Y = {exp(-w(--S)a)} in the sense of [2]. 
Remark. Hypothesis B is unchanged if we replace G(v) with G(y) + #“gc 
near v = 0. Consequently we may, without loss of generality, add the assumption 
B(iii). For every E > 0, @G(~J) -+ co as v -+ 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We need to use the resolvent of the infinitesimal 
generator of Y’, at first, Replacing Y, if necessary with the semigroup {e-““T(w)} 
for some fixed s > 0, we may assume I( T(t)\1 < e-st for all t > 0, for some 
6 > 0. Then 
R(v) = 6 e-UtT(t) dt 
defines the resolvent of the generator, for Re v > -8. 
We shall continue R(v) analytically to a larger region, described as follows: 
for Re v < --6, if ( arg v ( = n - an/2 - 26 and 1 v 1 = p, we require 
$3 > 4G(B). Now assume, say, arg v = 7 - an/2 - 20; the treatment is 
analogous for negative arg 2). Let L denote the ray {w: arg w = -7r/2 + 
an/2 + f3}, oriented away from the origin. We have, for w EL, 
II T(4ll = fG+ expbWN, (4) 
p = j w 1, K = K(c), any c > c0 . Further, arg VW = 7r/2 - 0; 
( eccw j = exp(-pp sin 0) < exp(- 4~~0). 
From (4) and (5), it follows that if ~0 > 4G(B), then the integral 
l?(v) = .r’, exp(-vw) T(w) dw 
(5) 
converges absolutely to a holomorphic function of v. This is the desired exten- 
sion, because R and i? coincide in the right half-plane. 
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Looking again at R = R, we have 
II Wll G im exp(-Wp) KP-~ exp(pG(0) dp 
< O2 s exp( -&pO) Kp-c dp 0 
< Kl(pW-l, where again Kl = K,(c). 
We now define S from 
(z - S)-1 = &s, (zz + ( -v)lla)-l R(v) dv. (6) 
Here the contour N comprises all complex u on the three curves described by: 
(a) Rev = --S/2, 1 arg v 1 > ZT - a?r/2. 
(b) Rev < --S/2, 1 arg v j = n - u7r/2 - 28, where 0 < a+3 and 
/L = ) v 1 = 4G(0)&1. 
(c) The line segments (if necessary) joining the endpoints of component 
(a) to the corresponding endpoints of component (b). 
Observe that the integral converges, because as v -+ CO, 
while 
1 z + (-v)+- I-1 = O(l v /-‘/a), 
1) R(v)11 < Kl(PB)c-l = K,G(B)c-l + 0. (7) 
(Recall that 0 + 0 with v -+ co.) 
We now work to prove I. The integral in (6) is defined and satisfies the 
resolvent equation, for z to the right of the image N, = (--(-v)lF v EN}. 
Consequently, the resolvent set of S contains all such z. To describe the region 
involved, note first that p = H(0) = 4G(B)F is decreasing. If v EN and 
I arg v ) = w - a?~/2 - 20, then 
[ arg - (-v)rl” 1 = 57 - 7772 - 2eja 
= 7r/2 - (2/a) H-1(p) 
= rrj2 - (2/a) H-1(1 -(-vy I”). 
Therefore the resolvent exists to the right of the curve given by 
1 arg 2 / = r/2 - (2/u) H-‘(1 z I”). 
Observe, next, that 20/a (I n/4, so that (z - S)-r exists also in {XX: 1arg z I < 
n/4}. Since the region to the right of N, contains a neighborhood of the origin, 
there exists E > 0 such that the resolvent set contains the sector ( arg(x + e)\ < 
n/8; we assume, for simplicity, that E = 1. We then describe the contour M as 
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follows: follow the curve arg(z + 1) = rrr2/8(l + r2) to the right until Y = 
j z + 1 1 is so large that H-l(r”) is defined; then travel vertically upward (if 
necessary) until arg(z + 1) >, r/2 - (4/u) H-~(P); then continue upward and 
rightward along the curve arg(z: + 1) = 7~/2 - (4/u) H-l(r”); the portion in the 
lower half-plane is symmetric to the upper, and the positive sense is upward 
on both halves. We now see that 111 can be described in the requisite form 
1 arg(x + 1)j = 7f/2 - F(r). 
(a) F(r) is continuous and decreasing. Continuity is obvious, and monot- 
onicity is clear on the vertical parts of M. On the other parts, F(r) is either 
n/2 - nr2/8(1 + 7”) or (4/u) H-l(r”), both decreasing functions. 
(b) F(r) - 0 an Y Y --f cc as r ---f co. For we have r = H(0)lla, with d F( > 
0 -+ 0. Therefore F(r) = (4/u) H-~(P) yields 
F(r) = 48/a --f 0 
and 
YF(Y) = H(e)li~ 48/u 
= (4/a)(4G(e)e-ly~~e + CO. 
(c) For large enough K, 
1; F(r) r-l dr = f; F(P) du. 
Using again the relation between the integral of a function and the integral 
of its inverse, 
lrn F(r) t--l dr = C + 1‘“” log F-r(t) dt 
K 0 
= C + D !-I log[H(ut/4)l/“] dt 
0 
Z-Z C + D, I’ log[G(t)/t] dt < co. 
0 
Therefore F satisfies condition III of Section 1. This proves part I of the 
Theorem. 
The second statement of part II is a consequence of hypothesis A; see the 
proof of [2, Lemma 2.4(iii)]. To prove the first statement, assume z is to the 
right of M. From (6), 
(zz - s)-1 = & s, (z + (-v)‘l”) R(v) dv. 
We first estimate R(v). From (7), we have jj R(v)11 < K(c)(@)c-l. Now 
0 = H-l(p). By condition B(iii), H(0) = 4G(8)8-1 3 KJ3+-E for any E > 0, 
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Ks = K~(E). Therefore H-l(p) 3 K,QI(l+f); we shall write H-i(~) > Kpp-e, 
1 > E > 0. It follows that 
II R’(v)11 ,< &(c, ~)pc-l--cE. 
Next, if 1 x 1 is large enough, 
(8) 
so 
Re .z >, C,rH-I(P). 
For v E N, we have 
Re - (-u)~‘~ = plla sin[CsH-l(~cLa)]. 
(9) 
Therefore x is far enough to the right of the image N, so that 1 z + (- v)rla j 
exceeds both CsRe z and C, Re - (-v)l/a = C&/%9 > C&&o-*)/a for any 
6 > 0. 
Set b, = I - ac, , and assume /3 < b, . Fix c so that c,, < c < (1 - /?)/a. 
Then 
/ z + (-v)ll” 1 > (C, Re ~)s(C,+(i-~)Ia)l-a. 
Using (8) and (10) in (6), we get 
(10) 
lj(z - S)-1 I/ < Kl(Re z)-” La r-(1-8)(1-4)/ar-l+cIIts) &
< K,(Re z)-~ 
for appropriately chosen E and 6, where K, depends only on B, not on z. In view 
of (9), Re z 3 Cs I I I H-l(I z 1”) > C,(c) I x j1--E. We conclude ]j(z - S)-t /) < 
K 1 z 1-b for any b < @. This proves part II of the Theorem. 
Finally, note that a + b, = a + 1 - UC,, > 1. Therefore we may take 
S = A in the analysis of the previous section, obtaining a semigroup y7 = 
{exp(--w(-S)a)); the proof that Y = 9 is exactly as in [2, Theorem 2.21. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is now complete. 
3 
This example grew from one due to Beals [l, Section 51. Let m > 12 be two 
integers congruent to 1 modulo 4. Let u and v be functions of the real variables 
t > 0, X, and consider the system of equations 
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If we take Fourier transforms with respect to the variable X, the transforms 
U(t, s), v(t, S) satisfy 
U, = ismU + P+V, 
V, = P-” U + iP V. 
Viewing (U, V) as a vector-valued function of t, the vector a member of the 
spaceL2([W; @“), we can write (d/dt)(U, V) = (ismU + smenV, smBnU + iPV) = 
A( U, Ir), where A is the operator of multiplication by the matrix 
[ 
ism p-n 
p-n 1 is’” . 
For complex z, (z - A)-r is multiplication by the matrix 
((z - is”)” - s 2m--2TL-1 [z-;nzfgl -r;J . 
Therefore (z - A)-l exists provided z # is” f. P-~. This last certainly holds 
if Re x > ) Im z jl+ln. Thus, in condition I of Section 1, we can make f of 
the form f(y) = yc for 0 < c < 1. To see \[(,a - A)-’ (1, we first write 
(z _ 32 _ pm--2% = (z _ [is"" + s"-"])(z _ ip + p-n)* 
For the first factor on the right, the absoIute value is at least the distance from x 
to the set {P-~ + is”: s real}, which is to say the distance to the spectrum of A. 
Requiring, say, Re z > 1 Im z ( l+f-n/m for some small E, we can make this 
distance exceed $Re z. Hence 1 z - (is% + P-~)I > 4 Re z, independent of s. 
For the second factor above, because z - is m has positive real part, clearly 
j 2 - is’” + s”L-n / exceeds both j z - ism 1 and P-~, and so exceeds their 
average. Consequently 
i((,z - is”)2 - ~27’~-2~)-~ / < 4(Re z)-‘(1 z - ZP ~ + ~-12)-l 
and it easily follows that ]i(z - A)-’ jj < C(Re z)-l. This shows that (z - A)-l 
decays as 1 z 1-r in proper subsectors of the half-plane, and as [ z l--I-Ginlm in 
the region given by Re z > \ Im z 11+E--n/7’r. 
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